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Summary 

Storage networking professional with great affinity for cutting-edge technology. Founded multi-faceted 
consulting firm that guided product refinement strategies for large companies (e.g. Microsoft, Intel), helped 
startups with competitive analysis, and produced creative evaluation guides. Known for diligence, a drive for 
complete understanding, and exceptional cross-organization communication skills. 

 
Technical Skills 

NAS, SAN, iSCSI, TCP/IP, CIFS, NFS, HTML, Active Directory, Wide Area File Services (WAFS), Global 
Name Space (GNS), Tiered-storage, Backup/Restore, Disaster Recovery, File Virtualization, Data 
Replication, Data Migration, ILM, DFS, Disk-to-Disk Backup, VTL, VMware, Exchange, SharePoint.  

 
 
Professional Experience 

Attune Systems Inc. — Santa Clara, CA  2007 — 2008 
Senior Director, Product Management 

• Write Marketing Requirements Documents for multiple releases of flagship file virtualization product and 
two derivative products. Worked closely with engineering team to assure both timely release and that 
features met objectives. Briefed press and analysts as part of launch activities. 

• Work with VP of Business Development to create and deliver presentations to potential OEM partners. 
Was key facilitator for major strategic partnership with sector-leading storage vendor. Frequently called 
upon to deliver product roadmap to key resellers and strategic partners.  

• Created Solution Briefs, White Papers and other sales collateral to support sales force efforts. 
 

Pillar Data Systems Inc. — San Jose, CA  2006 — 2007 
Senior Product Manager 

• Oversaw OEM relationship with file replication partner and reseller relationship with VTL partner. 
Estimated annual sales figures, determined product positioning, managed and created sales collateral, 
and assisted sales force with product questions.  

• Identified potential technology partners and brought them in to help shape product direction through 
dialog with senior engineering team. 

• Wrote Marketing Requirements Document for new product launch and developed completely new 
product idea that was subsequently productized.  

 
Network Appliance Inc. — Sunnyvale, CA  2004 — 2006 
Senior Director, Strategic Technology 

• Corporate Spokesperson—Presented NetApp’s strategic direction and product roadmaps to global 
enterprise accounts. Worked with local sales teams to achieve “trusted advisor” status with customer 
base and increased sales penetration at multi-million dollar accounts. Acted as liaison for enterprise 
customers, gathering their requirements to feed back into engineering and product management teams.  

• Lab Evaluator—Built and ran testing lab to assess emerging technologies including WAFS, namespace 
managers and LUN migration systems. Evaluated products from existing and potential partners for 
compatibility, functionality and viability. Test results were used by senior management and M&A group to 
help determine investment/acquisition strategies.  

• Internal Educator—Delivered Windows-related technology training, helping Sales Engineers to become 
more proficient, credible, and better able to pursue Microsoft-centric sales opportunities.  

• Executive Briefing Center Speaker—As subject matter expert on WAFS, GNS, and other external 
technologies, was called upon to elucidate how synergies between NetApp products and our technology 
partners combined to deliver complete business solutions for enterprise clients. 
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Global Architect 
• Technical Advisor—Provided Top Enterprise Accounts with design guidance, helping them choose and 

apply NetApp products to their business challenges for optimum results.  
• CIFS / Windows Specialist—Strong focus on Microsoft Windows and Windows-related technologies 

including Exchange, Dfs, WAFS, 3rd party namespace management, iSCSI.  
• Facilitated Knowledge Transfer—Participated in Windows-focused Business Area Team, communicating 

with different parts of NetApp’s organization, including product management, engineering, and sales.  
• Initiated SharePoint usage—Drove adoption of SharePoint collaboration software within NetApp. 

Managed Top Enterprise Account site within SharePoint, trained users, and provided feature and 
functionality requirements input to IT staff.  

 
Hands-on Research — South San Francisco, CA 1995 — 2004 
Founder 

• Provided unbiased Competitive Analysis reports for client’s in-house use, not quasi-independent 
marketing “fluff”. Projects included evaluating an M&A target for a large storage vendor, and a technology 
assessment used by a VPN startup to soliciting VC funding. 

• Worked under NDA with vendors during pre-alpha and alpha stages to refine product strategies, suggest 
feature enhancements, and address market shifts. 

• Created Reviewer’s Guides—documents designed to expose the reviewer to key product features in a 
swift, concise manner—for vendors to use during press/analyst reviews. Worked closely with client’s 
marketing and engineering groups to develop guides that incorporated their marketing message, 
highlighted major product benefits, and put the reader “in the driver’s seat”.  

• Created Evaluation Guides—similar to Reviewer’s Guides—but aimed at the corporate evaluator instead. 
Documents for this audience went more in-depth, contained more details, and incorporated scenarios 
that were more complex. 

 
PC Week Labs — Foster City, CA 1993 — 1995 
Senior Technical Analyst 

• Wrote various articles including comparative reviews of shipping hardware and software; tech views that 
explained emerging technologies; and beta sights, for significant new releases. 

• Developed and nurtured strategic contacts with well-known systems and software vendors to procure 
new products for testing. Leveraged relationships, where possible, to obtain review items before 
competing publications. 

• Responsible for thoroughly analyzing hardware and software products prior to producing written reviews 
on a weekly basis. Developed new testing methodologies as needed to fully explore all aspects of 
product's architecture, performance, and usability. 

• Worked closely with editorial staff to create informative graphical story elements, aiding reader's 
understanding of reviewed items. 

• Established excellent reputation within vendor community for thorough comprehension of critical 
deployment issues, as well as fair and even-handed reporting. 

 
Glasgal Communications Inc. — Northvale, NJ 1990 — 1993 
Manager, Integration Services 

• Managed integration department for nationwide systems integrator, providing key technical services 
during design and installation of custom LAN/WAN systems.  

• Developed written operating procedures for assembly, testing, burn-in, and installation of network 
hardware and software. 

• Created and implemented customized forms to document all aspects of delivered systems. 
• Coordinated scheduling of active jobs between sales and technical staff to assure accurate delivery 

dates. 
• Conducted in-house training classes on new products to enhance technical staff's knowledge.  


